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ABSTRACT
We present the design, implementation, and illustrative results of a light collection/injection strategy based on an off-axis parabolic mir-
ror collector for a low-temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). This device allows us to perform STM induced Light Emission
(STM-LE) and Cathodoluminescence (STM-CL) experiments and in situ Photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy as complemen-
tary techniques. Considering the Étendue conservation and using an off-axis parabolic mirror, it is possible to design a light collection and
injection system that displays 72% of collection efficiency (considering the hemisphere above the sample surface) while maintaining high
spectral resolution and minimizing signal loss. The performance of the STM is tested by atomically resolved images and scanning tunneling
spectroscopy results on standard sample surfaces. The capabilities of our system are demonstrated by performing STM-LE on metallic sur-
faces and two-dimensional semiconducting samples, observing both plasmonic and excitonic emissions. In addition, we carried out in situ
PL measurements on semiconducting monolayers and quantum dots and in situ Raman on graphite and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)
samples. Additionally, STM-CL and PL were obtained on monolayer h-BN gathering luminescence spectra that are typically associated with
intragap states related to carbon defects. The results show that the flexible and efficient light injection and collection device based on an off-
axis parabolic mirror is a powerful tool to study several types of nanostructures with multiple spectroscopic techniques in correlation with
their morphology at the atomic scale and electronic structure.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0078423

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, quantum-confined structures, plas-
monic nanostructures, and other optically active systems, which
rely on nanoscopic details of their morphology or electronic struc-
ture, have been extensively created, studied, and applied in several
fields.1 This is particularly true for III–V, III–N, and II–VI quantum
structures, which can form Quantum Dots (QDots) and Nanowires
(NWs) of great interest in nanotechnology.2–5 More recently,
monolayers of some two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as the

transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), are of great technological
interest due to their direct bandgap.6–9 Moreover, the quantum effi-
ciency (QE) of some 2D materials has been observed to depend on
the defect density.10–13 In general, objects of interest in nanotech-
nology are smaller than the optical diffraction limit and so are the
relevant details in their structure, including point defects, which are
in the atomic scale. Widespread spectroscopic investigations by opti-
cal absorption or photoluminescence (PL) are, hence, usually limited
to ensembles of these materials and cannot resolve some relevant
features of their light emission and morphology.
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Therefore, techniques with spatial resolution in the nanomet-
ric or atomic scales and spectroscopic capabilities in meV are, thus,
necessary for many problems in the field.1,14,15 Two analog but com-
pletely different approaches are known to reach atomic resolution
and provide spectroscopy data. On the one hand, using fast elec-
trons, (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopes [(S)TEMs]
provide atomic resolution imaging with several contrast methods
and also spectroscopic techniques, such as Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS). In the IR to UV range, EELS gives access to
several physical properties, such as dielectric function and bandgap,
and to different physical excitation, including plasmons, excitons,
and phonons.15 On the other hand, using a physical probe with
low energy electrons, Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) also
reaches atomic resolution and provides a spectroscopic technique
to measure the local density of states (LDOS) in the conduction
and valence bands by means of Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
(STS).16,17 Moreover, beyond electronic spectroscopic techniques,
both STEM and STM can be associated with light collection devices
to perform cathodoluminescence (STEM-CL) and STM Induced
Light Emission (STM-LE), respectively. Recent reviews have been
published about these two techniques, highlighting, in several phys-
ical systems, the great potential and interest of locally and electri-
cally excited luminescence.18,19 It is important to mention that CL
can also be performed similarly in Scanning Electron Microscopes
(SEMs) with similar interest as in STEMs and was the subject of a
recent review as well.20 In particular, and within the scope of the
present work, STM-LE has already yielded great insights for plas-
monics, oxides, molecules, and III–V and II–VI semiconductors
among others21–26 and, more recently, in the 2D semiconductors
MoSe2 and WSe2.27–30

One key issue in STM-LE studies is the light collection strategy
since the light emission yield is about 10−4 to 10−6 photons per elec-
tron.31 Such a quantum yield is much smaller than what is achieved
by STEM-CL, for instance, which can be as high as 1 photon per
electron.18,32 Nevertheless, the collection efficiency is optimized for
STEM-CL to provide a sufficient spectral signal-to-noise ratio and
acquisition speed. In STM-LE, given the tunneling current typically
used in STM, typically from 10 pA to 10 nA, one would not expect
much more than about 107 photons per second (p/s) from a tun-
neling junction, and as few as 101 p/s might be extracted in some
cases. Knowing that, it is no surprise if the light collection efficiency
and transmission efficiency are even more critical in STM-LE than
in STEM-CL.

Integrating efficient light collection devices in an STM is not
easy, and therefore, several strategies have been considered and some
STMs were constructed specifically to allow for STM-LE studies.33 In
a recent paper by Edelmann et al.,34 for instance, the STM tip itself
was integrated inside a light collecting mirror in a Low-Temperature
and Ultra High Vacuum STM (LT UHV STM), reaching 75% of col-
lection efficiency. Using another high collection efficiency device,
Le Moal et al. employed an STM mounted on an inverted optical
microscope using a high numerical aperture oil immersion objec-
tive lens to reach 69% collection efficiently in air with the added
benefit of the ability to perform Fourier imaging.23 Many other
approaches have been proposed from which one could single out
a few using lenses,35–38 mirrors,39–41 or optical fibers.31,42 Some of
these approaches have light collection efficiencies below 10% and
some of them below 1%, limiting very much their practical use.

Some systems with higher efficiencies operate only in air or are
restricted to specially designed STMs. However, despite all efforts,
light collection systems compatible with adapted versions of com-
mercially available LT UHV STM and with collection efficiencies
above 50% are still sparse.

In this paper, we present the design criteria, some concep-
tion aspects, and representative results from an alternative approach
to light collection and injection in an LT UHV STM, reaching
a collection efficiency of about 72% of the hemisphere. In our
approach, an off-axis parabolic mirror is placed between the sam-
ple surface and the STM tip holder. A hole in the mirror allows
the tip to reach the sample surface. The tunneling junction is
at the focal point of the parabolic mirror, and hence, the col-
lected light is collimated and sent to the exterior of the UHV
chamber through a vacuum viewport. The whole light collection,
transmission, and detection scheme is designed to have a high col-
lection efficiency associated with a high spectroscopic resolution
with minimum transmission loss. In addition, the device is com-
patible with most commercial Pan STMs after adaptations. In this
work, we show results obtained with the specially modified STM,
demonstrating its performance at LT and room temperature (RT)
on Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), Si(111) −7 × 7,
and WSe2 surfaces. In addition, we have performed luminescence
measurements in different conditions and samples. First, we show
STM-LE under UHV at LT temperature on a gold (111) surface
to observe the plasmonic emission from the tunneling junction.
We also show in situ PL measurements on WSe2 monolayers and
spherical core–shell quantum dots and in situ Raman measurements
on HOPG under UHV conditions. In exfoliated WSe2 monolay-
ers on a gold thin film substrate, we observed excitonic emission
and also plasmonic emission from the substrate, both excited by
the tunnel current. At RT and 100 K, we observed PL ad STM-
CL from defects on a monolayer of h-BN. Finally, with the STM
in air, we show STM-LE in exfoliated WSe2 monolayers on a gold
substrate.

II. DEVICE DESIGN FOR LUMINESCENCE IN STM
A. General design guidelines

Among the several possibilities of light collection devices for
STMs (mirror, lens, and fibers) and also the different STM strate-
gies (Pan design, Beatle design, or others) and operating conditions
(LT, RT, UHV, or in air), some choices and compromises are always
made. Detailed discussion about the design of STMs can be found in
Refs. 43 and 44, while a review discussing light collection strategies
is given in Ref. 45. In this paper, we discuss a solution consisting of
the development of a high-performance add-on accessory to suit-
able Pan STMs. In this sense, for the combined STM and optical
device for light collection and injection, we considered the following
compromises:

● The device must be compatible with an STM, able to
be operated at LT (chilled tip and sample), UHV, or in
air. STM tips should be readily exchangeable in vacuum.
STM modifications to accommodate the device should be
minimal.

● The device should have a high solid angle, at least higher
than 50% of the hemisphere (collection solid angle > 3 sr),
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have efficient transmission up to the detector, and dis-
play to high spectral resolution (suitable for in situ Raman
spectroscopy).

● The optical device for light injection and collection must be
compatible with several optical experiments, including PL
and Raman spectroscopy, for instance.

● Any effects of the light collector on the performance of the
STM in regular imaging and spectroscopic measurements
should be negligible when not in use.

● The alignment of the light collection system should be
sufficiently accurate to assure its performance.

A suitable STM design for such a light collection and injec-
tion device is the Pan design: the tip has coarse approach motion
and all scanning axis, while the sample has coarse motion in the
plane.44 It is very rigid, allows for easy tip exchange, and is com-
patible with low-temperature operation. Pan design also allows for
sufficient clearance for mirrors with high NA. Using a Pan STM,
the mirror is aligned with the tunneling junction as defined by the
tip position. Moving the sample does not affect the mirror align-
ment, and positioning regions of interest under the tip is possible
without affecting the mirror alignment. In this paper, we discuss the
performance of this optical device as installed in an adaped UHV
PanScan Flow Cryo STM from RHK Technology. From the optical
device point of view, the PanScan has the added advantage that only
minor modifications were needed to make it compatible with the
insertion of the device (see Sec. II E).

B. Optical design considerations
Given the definition of the major general design points regard-

ing the STM and the parabolic mirror, the whole light transmission
chain must be evaluated. For that, the starting point is the lumi-
nance (also called radiance or brightness) conservation theorem
together with the Étendue conservation theorem.46,47 The luminance
is related to the amount of power emitted by a source and its spatial
and angular distributions and can be expressed as

L = dΦ
cos(θ)dΩcdA

= n2 dΦ
dÉtenduec

, (1)

where L is the emitted luminance collected from the source, n is the
refraction index, Φ is the emitted power, dΩc is the differential of
collection solid angle, dA is the differential emission area, and θ is the
angle between the normal to the differential area and the centroid of
the differential solid angle.46 Since we will consider only the power
that is actually collected by the parabolic mirror, the solid angle con-
sidered is already that of the collection mirror. Hence, Eq. (1) refers
already to the collected luminance. The relation of the luminance
(collected from a source) with the Étendue of the collection optics is
also given in (1).47 The Étendue is related to the light gathering and
light transferring power of an optical system and/or each one of its
elements, as discussed in Refs. 47 and 48, and describes the trade-
offs in terms of angular and spatial distributions when collecting or
transferring light. The Étendue is defined as

Étendue = n2∬ cos(θ)dAdΩ (2)

and can be seen as the weighted solid angle area product, for
both collection and transmission.47 As this quantity is conserved, it
shows that when reducing the solid angle, an increase in the area
is expected. For clipped Lambertian sources, which is the case that
we will consider here as a simple representation of the light emit-
ted by the region being scanned by the STM, the Étendue can be
expressed as

ÉtendueClip.Lamb. = n2πW2 sin2θmax, (3)

where θmax is the maximum angle between the normal of the area
W2 and outer points of the optical element collecting or transferring
light and W is the total width of the area emitting or transmitting
light (this considers that the system has rotation symmetry, which is
not the case for the parabolic mirror).47 From the emission point
of view, We is the convolution of the used imaging field of view
(region of the sample been scanned by the STM tip) and the car-
rier spread on the sample (similarly to the beam spread in TEMS
or “ionization pears” in SEMs). Therefore, We represents the total
width from which the emitted light should be collected. Note that
θmax is related to the solid angles Ω under consideration, as indicated
in Fig. 1, and its differentials dΩ in Eqs. (1) and (2).

The notion of Étendue and luminance (or brightness, as typi-
cally called in the electron microscopy community) and its conser-
vation are important in the case of STM-luminescence experiments
(and for cathodoluminescence in electron microscopes). Indeed, as
already mentioned, the total emitted power Φ is typically small.
However, this weakness is counterbalanced by the very small emit-
ting area W2

e in the definition of luminance. In other words, an STM
excited luminescent source is a bright, but not an intense, emitter.
Preserving luminance (both in terms of power and in terms of coher-
ence) is, therefore, essential here. At the same time, large collection
angles, represented by Ωc in Fig. 1 and by θmax in Eq. (3), are needed
to increase the collected power, Φ.

Luminance is conserved in an ideal optical system, but in real-
ity, it can be reduced, for instance, by aberrations, geometrical and
chromatic, which induce an increase of spatial and angular distri-
butions. In addition, some luminance is lost in surface reflections
and by apertures that reduce Φ, for instance. Therefore, to preserve
the collected power (linked to the measured signal intensity) and
the luminance (linked to spectral resolution; see more on this in the
following), each optical element up to the spectrometer should be
designed carefully.

Given the luminance of the source and its conservation, one
needs to make sure that the Étendue (also called geometrical extent)
of the optical system is preserved so that none of the collected power

FIG. 1. Illustration of the basic elements (solid angles and widths) to be considered
in the luminance/Étendue conservation.
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is lost. To optimize the spectroscopic optical acquisition chain, it is
best to isolate angular and spatial distributions in the spectrometer
and collection ends using the Étendue for a Lambertian source,

Φ
πL
=W2

e sin2θmax
c ≤W2

s sin2θmax
s = Étendues

πn2 , (4)

where θmax
s is the angular acceptance at the spectrometer entrance

and Ws is the light beam width in the spectrometer dispersive direc-
tion. The inequality ≤ means that the product W2

s sin2θmax
s should

be equal or larger than W2
e sin2θmax

c to accept all collected light. Sim-
ply put, Eq. (4) means that there is a trade-off between collection
efficiency, related to θmax

c , and the field of view, given by We, on
the sample side, with respect to the spectrometer acceptance angle,
θmax

s , and slit width, Ws, on the spectrometer side. In addition, Eq.
(4) means, therefore, that the spectrometer Étendue is a limiting
factor to the compromise between light collection efficiency and
the field of view. Figure 1 illustrates the solid angles and widths
in Eq. (4). Note that the angles in Eq. (4) refer to conical angular
ranges in three dimensions and, therefore, relate to the solid angles
in space.

In practical terms, most light spectrometers use parallel detec-
tors, such as CCDs, and their pixel size together with the spec-
trometer point spread function (PSF) and magnification defines the
relation between the entrance slit width and the spectrometer reso-
lution (for a given grating). Indeed, the spectral resolution depends
on several parameters, including some intrinsic to the spectrom-
eter (NA, aberrations, and grating) and some extrinsic (especially
the size of the beam at the entrance aperture). The latter needs
to be optimized for maximum spectral resolution. It is, therefore,
a matter of choosing a target resolution (width of peaks on the
CCD) and then injecting the light already with the desired light
beam width, Ws. Note that Eq. (4) shows the link between the lumi-
nance of the source (left-hand side) and the spectrometer entrance
slit width, which is its resolution (right-hand side). Typically, for
25 μm wide pixels, a light beam width of about 100 μm entering the
spectrometer is already sufficiently narrow to provide a spectral res-
olution near the maximum attainable (without even using the slits)
since a typical spectrometer magnification is near 1 and its point
spread function has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about
two pixels.

In our setup, for a 600 gr/mm grating, the spectrometer resolu-
tion is about 0.22 nm for 10 μm entrance slits and 0.5 nm entering
with a beam width of 100 μm (and entrance slits fully open). Such
spectral resolution is sufficient for most experiments with semi-
conductors and can be further increased by changing the grating.
Closing the slits to reduce Ws is still possible, but it would reduce the
spectrometer Étendue, causing light loss. Considering a spectrome-
ter with NA = 0.12, that is, with a maximum acceptance angle of 7○,
using Ws = 100 μm, and considering a parabolic mirror with a high
numeric aperture with θmax

c about 80○ (see Sec. II D), one has the
following:

We ≤
Ws sin θs

sin θmax
c
≅ 12 μm. (5)

This means that, provided that all light emission comes from
a region smaller than W2

e = 122 μm2, a high proportion of the
emitted light (>70%; see Sec. II D) can be collected and

transmitted to the spectrometer without loss into a width Ws
= 100μm. Note that if the emission width is larger (or the mirror
is misaligned, what is equivalent), the luminance would be reduced
accordingly and the signal would be lost. Therefore, the mirror align-
ment must be accurate in the sub-micrometer range, and only a
region of a few micrometers can be explored on the sample plane.
One must note that in some situations, such as in some plasmonic
applications, keeping a high spectral resolution is not mandatory. In
this case, a larger width at the spectrometer entrance could be used,
which would ultimately give more flexibility on the light collection
optics. To reach larger regions, the mirror could be scanned together
with the tip, as demonstrated in Ref. 34, or the sample could be
scanned.49

It is important to note that this calculation does not depend
on the specific microscope holding the light collection optics, and
therefore, it applies to SEMs and TEMs performing cathodolumi-
nescence and STMs performing STM-LE or other. Another relation
between the collection efficiency, field of view, entrance slit width,
and spectrometer numerical aperture was shown in Ref. 49, which
was derived using a different approach in two dimensions, and
provided different values but a very similar trend. Finally, these cal-
culations must be considered as an upper limit for an ideal system
with rotation symmetry. A given particular optical system may not
reach this value and may have a narrower field of view or align-
ment tolerance. In particular, off-axis parabolic mirrors are known
for their low tolerance to misalignment, and simulations (see in Sec.
II D) indicate that We in our system is smaller than predicted in this
model.

A general scheme of the STM together with the light collector
is represented in Fig. 2(a). Basically, in the Pan design, the coarse
motion of the tip base moves the tip upward until a tunneling cur-
rent is observed. At this point, the electronics of the STM control the
tip–sample distance using the scanner tube to maintain a constant
current. A lateral scan can be performed for imaging in the con-
stant tunneling current mode in which the current is held constant
by adjusting the tip–sample distance along the scan. Luminescence
induced by the tunneling current illuminates the parabolic mirror,
which directs the light beam as parallel rays toward the outside of the
thermal shields and also outside of the UHV chamber to dedicated
collection optics. Note that this approach allows one to exploit all
advantages of free space optics for different experiments and for light
injection as well. Finally, the coupling to the spectrometer entrance
can be accomplished by free optics using only mirrors and lens or
additionally using optical fibers.38,50

C. Light collection/injection possibilities
Considering that the parabolic mirror reflects all gathered light

as a parallel beam to the exterior of the UHV chamber, it is a
matter of working with this beam in free optics in air. Therefore,
outside the vacuum viewport and on top of an optical table, sev-
eral experiments are possible. Typically, tunneling current induced
luminescence (STM-LE) is sent to the entrance of an optical spec-
trometer with a CCD detector, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this way,
STM-LE spectra can be acquired for a given tip position and tun-
neling condition. In this case, the acquired luminescence spectra
originate from a small sample region Moreover, spectral images can
be acquired by synchronizing the STM tip scanning with the spectra
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FIG. 2. (a) Scheme of the parabolic mirror inside the STM directing collected rays perpendicularly to the direction of the tip. (b)–(e) Possible experiments: in (b), all light is
directed to the entrance of a spectrometer; in (c), a beam splitter is inserted in the parallel beam path and PL/Raman can be performed; in (d), the light is injected in a large
area single channel detector; and in (e), the angular distribution of the emission is recorded by using a CCD positioned directly in front of the parallel light beam.

acquisition. When working under UHV conditions, it is also possi-
ble to operate the STM in the Field Emission (FE) mode to perform
cathodoluminescence (STM-CL) experiments. In this case, the STM
tip is retracted 100–200 nm from the sample surface and an external
voltage source (0–500) V is used to produce an electron beam and
excite the sample by electron bombardment.21,22,51–53

Alternatively, by adding a laser on the optical table, light can
be injected to perform in situ PL and Raman experiments (with or
without the use of the STM tip), as indicated in Fig. 2(c), similarly
to Ref. 54. Tip effects can be explored by doing tip-enhanced PL or
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) with appropriate tips, as
demonstrated and reviewed in Refs. 55–58. Interestingly, parabolic
mirrors are very good in focusing laser beams and, hence, very suit-
able for these techniques.56,59–61 PL can also be useful, for instance, to
check that a given sample is optically active in situ. The laser spot size
is estimated as smaller than 2 μm as observed from sample damage
(dark spots observed on samples after PL experiments).

Another possibility, shown in Fig. 2(d), consists in directing the
light to the entrance of a large area single channel detector, such
as a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) or a photodiode, which can be
useful to perform luminescence mapping.27 This mode is also inter-
esting for QE measurements. Indeed, some single channel detectors
have well documented QE and it is possible to measure the quan-
tum yield of a given sample in a specific tunneling condition. This
is relevant when an absolute quantum yield is required and a good
mean of comparing data among different setups. In addition, in
this setup, only the viewport and one lens are placed between the
mirror and a large area detector (which minimizes any possible mis-
alignment loss). This ensures low and controlled light loss such that

detector counts can be accurately related to emitted photons. This
is not exactly the case for the setup in Fig. 2(b) since some elements
in the optical path are less accurately known, and most importantly,
the CCD QE is not always well-known.62

Finally, by placing a CCD camera in front of the mirror,
as shown in Fig. 2(e), angle-resolved emission patterns can be
recorded, similarly as has been done by Le Moal et al.23 and indicated
by Romero et al.63 This strategy has been extensively used in SEMs
in A. Polman group.64,65 This mode is particularly relevant to assist
the understanding of the light emission mechanism.27 As shown in
Fig. 2(e), a filter (and also a polarizer) can be used to distinguish
among different light signals.

Another possible experiment is coincidence detection: using
a beam splitter and two single channel detectors.66–68 It must be
noted that such experiments are possible with off-axis parabolic mir-
rors as demonstrated in STEM and SEM18,20,69 and have also been
demonstrated in STM-LE (using lens or mirrors).20

D. Optical simulations
Taking into account all design considerations that defined the

key aspects of the light detection device, it is important to deter-
mine its efficiency and usability by simulations. Indeed, the model
presented in Eq. (4) refers to systems with rotation symmetry, con-
siders a clipped Lambertian source, and considers that the optics is,
in fact, aligned. Simulations can evaluate the system for an isotropic
source, can consider the actual mirror shape, and consider the
misalignment properly, that is, the source is outside of the focal point
(and not an extended source). For that, we have performed optical
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ray trace simulations using homemade software.70 Here, simulations
consider the light source as a dimensionless isotropic emitter. This
source model represents an individual emitter for a fixed STM tip
position. The source is moved on the surface plane to account for
the scanning and charge carrier spread. Diffraction effects are not
taken into account.

Optical ray trace simulations follow individual light rays from
the isotropic emitter along the optical path (parabolic mirror and
focusing lens) up to the spectrometer entrance (or the optical fiber
entrance). The code considers a large number of rays for statistical
relevance and provides detailed information on the outcome of each
light ray emitted from the source. From simulations, the collection
solid angle of the mirror employed was determined to be 72% of
2π, that is, 72% of the hemisphere or 4.5 sr, with an θmax of about
80○. This compares well to recent publications in the field, such as
75% in Ref. 34 for a similar LT UHV STM or 69% in Ref. 23 for
an air STM also capable of Fourier imaging. Moreover, as discussed
previously, the initial Étendue is preserved up to the spectrometer in
the proposed design, which gives high spectral resolution (0.5 nm,
as discussed in Sec. II C) and high transmission efficiency of (≈50%,
as discussed in Sec. II E).

FIG. 3. Typical visualization to inspect the transmission of isotropic light rays emit-
ted by the tunneling junction [red point in (a)] up to the spectrometer entrance.
(a) Emission from the isotropic source is collected by the parabolic mirror. Each
blue dot indicates where a given ray from the source hits the mirror (semitranspar-
ent blue surface). (b) Rays are focused by a lens (semitransparent blue surface)
into the spectrometer entrance. Each line indicates the path light ray that was col-
lected by the mirror and sent to the lens and is shown to focus into a small region
corresponding to the position of the spectrometer entrance.

Figure 3 shows one example of a visualization of such sim-
ulations. Figure 3(a) shows the position where light rays from an
isotropic source hit the mirror surface. After hitting the mirror, the
light follows as parallel rays to the focusing lens. In Fig. 3(b), the
lens focuses the rays in the optical fibers (equivalent to the spec-
trometer entrance). This kind of visualization can be used to inspect
the simulation and understand the light path from the source, for
instance.

The result of another relevant simulation is the region on the
sample that can be scanned without loss of collection efficiency.
Indeed, as observed in Eq. (5), the higher the numerical aperture
(collection solid angle), the smaller the field of view for a given Éten-
due (and similarly for the depth of focus).49 As mentioned, given
the mirror geometry, calculating the region of emission with max-
imum Étendue also provides information about the misalignment
the mirror can sustain without significant collection loss as mov-
ing the tip is equivalent to moving the mirror. A typical result
of such simulation in the case of our system is shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Heat map that shows the collection efficiency (in %) as a function of the
position of a point emitter in the sample plane, x–y, (a) and out of the plane,
z–x, (b). The dark red region has maximum collection and corresponds to the We

region.
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Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the area that preserves optimum collec-
tion (dark red area) on our system. They indicate that the mirror and
the light source can be about 5 μm apart in any direction without loss
of efficiency. This indicates both the region that can be scanned by
the STM tip and the mirror alignment tolerance. Equation (5) can-
not predict this region accurately as it does not take into account
some aspects of the actual optical system. The most relevant dif-
ference is that Eq. (5) considers an extended source with area W2

e
(Lambertian source), while simulation in Fig. 4 considers a point
source (isotropic emitter) that is moved in the same plane (sam-
ple surface plane), which better represents the actual physical system
(particularly for charge carrier diffusion length smaller than 1 μm).
Another difference between the model and the optical system is the
absence of rotational symmetry (needed in the model). In addition,
simulations consider the exact mirror shape, while simulations use
only its angular aperture θmax.

The results in Fig. 4 also recall that, again similarly with
STEM-CL, STM-LE is a method that excites very locally but collects
globally.18,32,71 That means that one knows where carriers where
injected or where the excitation source is with great precision (pos-
sibly in the atomic scale); however, the emission can happen more
than a micrometer away, as already observed in TMDs.27 In our case,
the whole area in Fig. 4 is collected, and hence, the emission could
come from anywhere in that area. This is very different from con-
focal optical microscopy, for instance, in which both injection and
collection are related to a small area.

E. Optical device implementation
Considering the design criteria in Sec. II A and the alignment

demands in Secs. II B and II D, we chose to use a piezo-driven
manipulator with a long arm that holds the mirror. To implement
it, we build a small chamber, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Such a manip-
ulator can place the tunneling junction at the focal point of the
mirror and also retract the mirror outside the STM thermal shields.
When the mirror is retracted, the STM thermal shields can be fully
closed as usual. In this design, the manipulator and its mirror never
enter in the mechanical contact with the STM body or thermal
shields. Figure 5(a) displays a computer-aided design (CAD) draw-
ing of the chamber where the manipulator is installed. Figure 5(b)
shows a picture of the manipulator from the rear of the cham-
ber (viewport side). In Fig. 5(c), it is possible to see a picture of
the mirror showing the STM tip passing through the mirror hole
and the sample on the top. It is worth mentioning that the tip
length has to be a bit longer than usual to pass through the mir-
ror. Therefore, we adapted the tip holder and we could not note a
significant difference in image quality using the standard tip holder
with short tips or the adapted tip holder with slightly longer tips
(see Sec. III).

Modifications were needed to adapt the RHK PanScan STM
body, thermal shields, and chamber to receive the optical device.
Openings on the rear of the STM and thermal shields were added
or adapted to allow for the positioning of the mirror. Figure 6 shows
the optical device chamber attached to the STM main chamber and,
in the inset, the mirror in position with the arm of the manipulator
passing through the thermal shield and STM body.

The fact that the mirror is mechanically decoupled from the
STM has advantages and drawbacks. When not in use, surely, the

FIG. 5. (a) Optical device chamber with the manipulator and the mirror in a standby
position. (b) A picture of the manipulator as observed from the rear. (c) A picture
of the mirror showing an STM tip and the sample.

performance of the STM is not affected by the optical device. How-
ever, inserting the mirror in position will drive thermal instabilities.
That is basically because the STM has a weak thermal link to the
cryostat to avoid strong mechanical coupling. Hence, at the moment,
the operation is more stable when the optical device is used with
the STM at room temperature. In some physical systems, such as
WSe2 monolayers, that is, in fact, the best temperature to operate.9,72

Nevertheless, using the optical system at LT is feasible depending
on the tolerance to thermal drifts one can bear. In addition, simple
modifications can be done to cool the mirror and allow for stable
measurements at low-temperature as well.

Outside the viewport indicated in the drawing of Fig. 5(a),
several optical experiments can be realized, as discussed in Sec. II B
and shown in Fig. 2. Most importantly, for spectroscopy, the light
collection system to perform STM-LE contains only three refractive
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FIG. 6. CAD view of the RHK STM body and thermal shield revealing the opening
and showing the manipulator of the optical device holding the mirror in a measure-
ment position. (1) UHV main chamber, (2) STM flange, (3) cryostat, (4) transfer
arm, (5) load-lock chamber, (6) wobble stick, (7) optical device chamber, (8) STM
head, (9) STM tip, (10) sample, (11) mirror, (12) manipulator arm (mirror support),
and (13) thermal shields.

optical elements (the vacuum viewport, one lens, and the opti-
cal fiber), and hence, surface reflection loss is kept small. The
total collection/transmission efficiency of the system at 750 nm can
be estimated as 50% (considering from the collection inside the
STM up to reaching the spectrometer CCD but without consid-
ering the CCD QE) with a spectral resolution of 0.5 nm (for a
600 gr/mm grating). In this calculation, we considered initial col-
lection (72%), refractive surface reflections (3% each), and grating
efficiency (80%). Other gratings can be used with higher groove
density (for Raman spectroscopy, for instance) or lower groove

FIG. 7. Instrument response function for a 300 gr/mm diffraction grating blazed at
600 nm.

density (for spectroscopy of plasmonic modes, for instance). Note
that the careful matching of all optical elements and their cor-
rect alignment, as discussed in Sec. II B, allowed for the reduction
of light loss to a minimum, reaching such collection/transmission
efficiency with 0.5 nm spectral resolution (at 750 nm). The effi-
ciency from the collection (mirror) up to the light beam that will
hit the CCD detector with a given resolution is a meaningful
way to evaluate the performance of a spectroscopy light gathering
system.

Due to the wavelength dependent efficiency of each optical
element, the (relative) spectrometer response as a function of the
wavelength has to be determined experimentally. This is particu-
larly important when dealing with large spectra, such as those of
plasmonic emission, or spectra ranging in spectral regions with sig-
nificant efficiency variation. Figure 7 shows a typical instrument
response function of our setup in its current configuration. The effi-
ciency increase from 300 to 600 nm is mostly due to the grating
(with some features due to the CCD), while the fall from 700 to
1000 nm is mostly due to the CCD. Some absorption regions are
noted at ≈720, ≈880, and ≈940 nm and are due to absorption in the
coupling optical fiber. This curve can be used to correct spectra and
compensate for the different efficiencies along the available spec-
tral range. STM-LE spectra in Sec. IV A were corrected using such
a curve.

III. STM PERFORMANCE
We evaluated the performance of the STM after the modifica-

tions mentioned previously by performing STM images and STS on
some samples at hand. These tests were performed after the installa-
tion of the light collection/injection device and the usual bake-out
of the whole system (including the optical device). The chamber
pressure remained near 2 × 10−11 mbar after the installation. The
results presented in this section were obtained with the mirror fully
retracted and the thermal shields fully closed. That is the usual con-
dition for STM/STS operation. The typical temperatures using LHe
and LN2 as coolants were 12 and 80 K, respectively. These tem-
peratures were fairly easy to reach and stable to maintain using a
temperature controller. Figure 8 shows a set of STM images and
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FIG. 8. STM images of the Moiré pattern
in HOPG measured at 12 K and with tun-
neling parameters of (a) 1.5 V, 300 pA
and (b) 1.5 V, 500 pA. Inset: Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) pattern. (c) STS curve
measured on HOPG (40 mV, 0.65 kHz).
(d) STM image for the empty (0.7 V,
200 pA) and (e) filled (−1.8 V, 200 pA)
states of the Si(111) −7 × 7 surface
reconstruction at 80 K. (f) STS curve of
Si(111) −7 × 7 (80 mV, 0.80 kHz). (g)
STM image with atomic resolution of the
WSe2 surface at 80 K (−3.8 V,−500 pA).
Inset: FFT image. (h) FFT filtered image.
(i) STS curve obtained in WSe2 (40 mV,
0.65 kHz). All the STS curves were taken
at 80 K.

STS curves obtained operating the STM at LT. The STM images
were acquired in the constant-current mode with electrochemically
etched tungsten tips and using the adapted tip holder with slightly
longer tips (suitable for luminescence experiments). For image pro-
cessing, the WSXM73 and Gwyddion74 software were used. The STS
curves were taken using a lock-in after obtaining stable topographic
images.44

Figures 8(a)–8(c) show STM/STS results obtained in a HOPG
sample and operating the microscope at 12 K. Before the mea-
surements, the HOPG crystal has been cleaved in air using an
adhesive tape and promptly introduced into the load-lock chamber.
Figure 8(a) shows the Moiré pattern usually found in the HOPG
surfaces.75–79 Moiré patterns are formed by the relative rotation
between two graphene layers, and its periodicity can be calculated
by the equation D = a/(2 sin(θ/2)), where a = 0.246 nm is the lattice
parameter for graphene and θ is the rotation angle between graphene
layers. For the structure in Fig. 8(b), the periodicity D was obtained
by calculating the average distance between bright spots using differ-
ent height profiles and also by superimposing a hexagonal lattice to
the STM image. A periodicity of D = 5.0 nm has been determined,
which gives a rotation angle θ = 2.8○. Additionally, Fig. 8(c) dis-
plays an STS curve taken at 80 K. The result is the expected one for
graphite, that is, a V-shaped LDOS symmetric with respect to the
Fermi level.78–81

The Si(111) −7 × 7 surface reconstruction was imaged
with atomic resolution at 80 K, and the results are shown in

Figs. 8(d)–8(f). The surface was prepared under UHV conditions by
flash annealing of a p-type silicon (111) sample. STM images with
atomic resolution for both empty and filled surface states44,82,83 are
presented in Figs. 8(d) and 8(e), respectively. In agreement with the
well-known dimer–adatom–stacking Fault model,84,85 in Fig. 8(d),
the twelve adatoms inside the unit cell are resolved, while Fig. 8(e)
shows the different heights of the faulted (F) and unfaulted (U) part
of the unit cell. The LDOS of this sample is given by the STS curve
shown in Fig. 8(f), where three electronic states are clearly resolved:
one electronic state (U1) at 0.4 V above the Fermi level and two elec-
tronic states at −0.3 V (S1) and −1.2 V (S2) below the Fermi level. U1
and S1 are the states localized in the adatoms, and S2 is localized in
the rest atoms.44,82,83,85,86

Finally, also at 80 K, we carried out STM/STS measurements
on a thick micro-flake of WSe2 mechanically exfoliated and trans-
ferred on a p-doped silicon substrate. Figure 8(g) shows an STM
image with atomic resolution of the WSe2 surface. In the inset
of Fig. 8(g), a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern shows the
hexagonal periodicity of the structure. Figure 8(h) displays an FFT
filtered image revealing the hexagonal atomic pattern clearly and
in agreement with already reported images.27,87 The STS curve
in Fig. 8(i) is typical for a semiconducting sample, where the
zero dI/dV region is associated with the electronic bandgap of
about 1.3 eV, as expected for this material,88,89 and the Fermi
level position near the conduction band minimum indicates light
n-type doping.
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IV. LUMINESCENCE EXPERIMENTS INSIDE THE STM
UNDER UHV

In the following, luminescence signals (STM-LE, STM-CL,
in situ PL, and in situ Raman) observed from a metallic surface, from
semiconducting systems (Core–shell QDots and WSe2), and from
HOPG and monolayer h-BN are shown as the proof of principle of
our implementation of the light collection/injection device discussed
in Sec. II. The results display the functionality of the light injection
and collection device and the potential for forthcoming applications
in the study of semiconductor nanostructures. In this section, all
the luminescence signals were recorded with the sample inside the
RHK technology PanScan STM and under UHV environment at
RT and LT.

A. Plasmon emission on gold(111) surface
Metallic surfaces are commonly used to observe the plasmonic

light emission in STM-LE experiments. The light emission is origi-
nated by the radiative decay of plasmon modes localized in the tun-
neling junction and excited by inelastic tunneling processes.19,34,45

Plasmon confinement in the cavity formed by a sharp tip and
a metallic surface has emerged as an excellent tool for explor-
ing the light–matter interaction at the nanoscale and has been
employed to measure single-molecule Raman spectroscopy,90 for
instance.

Figure 9 summarizes some topographic, spectroscopic, and
optical results obtained on a clean gold surface at LT. The sample
consisted of a gold(111) thin film with large atomically flat areas.91

Before measurements, the sample was heated at 470 K under UHV
conditions for removing undesired contaminants. The STM image
and the STS curve in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively, were acquired
at 80 K, with the optical device retracted and thermal shields closed.
The image shows a surface step with about 0.5 nm of height. The STS
reveals the presence of a surface state between −0.5 V and the Fermi
level, as expected for the gold surface.92,93 When the thermal shields
were opened and the mirror was inserted into the STM, the sample
temperature increased up to 100 K and remained stable for several
hours.

Figure 9(c) shows three STM-LE spectra acquired at differ-
ent sample biases and a constant tunneling current of 10 nA. The
strong plasmonic emission was optimized after forming a gold tip
by several indentations of a tungsten tip on the gold surface. The
plasmonic spectra presented here are broad peaks whose final shape
and maximum depend on the tip condition and geometry.45,94,95 The
inelastic tunneling process involved in the light emission mechanism
is put in evidence by the quantum cut-off (hν < eVbias) of the pho-
tons observed in the STM-LE spectra at a low bias, from which it is
shown that no photon can be emitted with an energy higher than the
energy of tunneling electrons.95 The luminescence spectra presented
here were obtained using the setup illustrated in Fig. 2(b) in UHV
and at a temperature of 100 K in the sample.

The dependence of the plasmonic light emission on the applied
sample bias is better characterized by the voltage map shown in
Fig. 9(d). In Fig. 9(d), each line represents a spectrum acquired at
the samples bias indicated by the vertical axis. The color represents
the light intensity recorded by using the CCD. The highest count-
rate is observed with about 3.5 V. The decrease in emission at higher
bias voltages is attributed to the increasing distance between the tip

FIG. 9. (a) STM image of the gold(111) surface (−1.5 nA, −210 mV), and the inset
shows the height profile along the surface step. (b) STS curve (80 mV, 0.8 kHz). (a)
and (b) were obtained at 80 K. (c) STM-LE obtained at three different bias values
with a tunneling current of 10 nA and 30 s acquisition time. (d) Series of spectra
as a function of the applied sample bias for a tunneling current of 10 nA and 5 s of
exposure time. (c) and (d) were measured at 100 K.

and the surface that happens to keep a constant current at varying
sample bias voltages.34,45

Changing the optical setup and sending all light into a PMT, as
indicated in the setup of Fig. 2(d), we measured the quantum yield of
the sample for some tip conditions. In this mode, only the viewport
and one lens are between the mirror and the detector. In addition,
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the quantum efficiency of PMTs is well documented, allowing for
a straightforward calculation of the sample quantum yield. This is
better than using the setup in Fig. 2(b), which has more elements
(optical fiber, spectrometer mirrors, and grating and the CCD) that
add uncertainty to the quantum yield calculation. For an unrecon-
structed gold(111) surface, we observed quantum yields between
1.4 × 10−4 and 1.4 × 10−5 photons per electron. This compares
well with literature values for systems using lens or optical fibers.42

This comparison is relevant as it, to a certain extent, validates the
calculation of collection efficiency.

B. STS and optical spectroscopy on quantum dots
Figure 10 shows some results obtained on spherical core/shell

CdSe/ZnS QDots with a diameter of about 6 nm and deposited on
HOPG substrate. Different from previous STM/STS results, these
measurements were carried out with the parabolic mirror inserted
inside the STM head and placed between the sample surface and
the tip holder, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The data were acquired at RT
and under UHV. In general, the acquisition of STM images on QDs
is always difficult because the capping ligands on the QDs surface

FIG. 10. (a) STS curve (80 mV, 0.80 kHz) of 6 nm CdSe/ZnS QDots on HOPG in
UHV conditions and at RT. Inset: constant-current STM image showing one (1L)
and two (2L) layers of Qdots on HOPG (2.5 V, 1.8 nA). (b) PL spectrum on the
same region as the inset in (a) obtained on the sample sequentially and with the
same conditions as the sample inside the STM.

produce instabilities in the tunneling current.96 Therefore, to evap-
orate some ligands from the surface of the QDs and improve the
STM imaging, before STM measurements, the sample was annealed
to 415 K for 4 h in UHV. The inset of Fig. 10(a) shows a large
area STM image where regions with one and two layers of QDots
are observed. The darkest regions in the image correspond to the
HOPG surface. The STS curve represented in Fig. 10(a) was taken
fixing the STM tip position on a region with one layer of QDots.
This STS curve presents a zero dI/dV region of about 2.7 V and
some confined electronic states in the conduction band, which are
associated with the atomlike energy levels S, P, and D, in perfect
agreement with reported STS studies on individual QDots.97–100

Additionally, as explained above, the parabolic mirror can be used
to inject light and measure the in situ PL response of the sam-
ple. Figure 10(b) shows the PL spectrum obtained by injecting
the laser light of 450 nm, which shows an excitonic peak around
1.96 eV (632 nm).

The possibility of combining STM/STS with in situ optical
spectroscopy had been demonstrated to be an important approach
to investigate the electronic structure and tunneling process in
quantum-confined nanostructures.101,102 On the one hand, STS can
give us information about both conduction band (CB) and valence
band (VB) confined states, and on the other hand, optical spec-
tra give access to the allowed optical transitions between the states
in the CB and VB. In the case of the results represented in Fig.
10, we have that, in contrast to typical semiconducting surfaces,
such as WSe2, the electronic bandgap of the QD is not given by
the zero dI/dV gap region in the STS curve. The reason for that
is that QDs are not in ohmic contact with the surface substrate;
then, a double barrier tunneling junction is formed between the
STM tip, the QD, and the HOPG surface. This means that the bias
applied to the substrate relative to the STM tip has to be distributed
between two tunneling junctions.96,100 Therefore, the measured gap
ΔV = 2.7 eV is always larger than the optical bandgap (Eopt) of
the QD by a factor 1/η, where η corresponds to the ratio between
the potential drop in the tip-QD junction and the sample bias.
The relation between the zero dI/dV gaps with the optical gap
is given by the following equation: ηΔV = Eopt + Je–h, where Je–h
is the electron–hole Coulomb attraction energy.100,103,104 Consid-
ering Je–h ≈ 0.3 eV as reported by Jdira et al.103 and taking into
account that the maximum of the PL peak in Fig. 10(b) can be
used as a measure of Eopt,105 it is possible to obtain that η = 0.8.
This value is very close to the theoretical value of η = 0.7 cal-
culated by Jdira et al.98 for one layer of CdSe/ZnS with 6 nm
diameter QDs on the HOPG substrate. The explanation given
here illustrates how to use the data provided by the combination
of tunneling and optical spectroscopies to test theoretical mod-
els of nanostructures. This also allows us to evaluate our setup
and say that the mirror insertion around the tunneling junc-
tion does not affect the imaging and spectroscopic capability of
the microscope.

C. In situ Raman spectroscopy on HOPG
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for material char-

acterization. Performing Raman spectroscopy requires an efficient
injection and collection system due to the relatively weak signal
yield and the proximity between the signal and the excitation laser.
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Performing Raman spectroscopy inside an LT UHV STM can be
challenging due to the lack of space for the optics close to the tunnel
junction.58 We performed Raman spectroscopy using a 532 nm laser
diode and an 1800 gr/mm grating and keeping all other parameters
identical to those used for usual STM-LE, that is, the same collect-
ing optics and transmission into the spectrometer. The exception is
the presence of a beam splitter to inject the laser into the beam path,
according to Fig. 2(c).

Figure 11 shows an in situ Raman spectrum measured in our
setup. The result was obtained on a piece of HOPG, similar to
the one used for Fig. 8(a). The spectrum shows the characteristics
G and 2D Raman bands at 1580 and 2700 cm−1, respectively.106

This spectrum was acquired without the tungsten tip approached
on the sample surface, being, hence, a regular (not tip-enhanced)
Raman spectrum. For TERS experiments, gold or silver STM tips
are required.58,107,108

D. STM-LE on exfoliated monolayer WSe2

Observing micro-metric flakes of monolayers of 2D materials
inside an STM requires the location of the object of interest under
the STM tip and also, in our case, the alignment with the optical
device. Figure 12 illustrates this process for a typical mechanically
transferred WSe2 micro-flake containing a monolayer (in this case,
we used gold as a substrate). First, as shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b),
the sample is characterized outside the STM using optical micro-
scopy and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). This allows for the
identification of the appropriate flake among those on the substrate.
Figure 12(c) shows the expected height profile in as transferred
TMD flakes.29,110 Once inside the STM, a zoom-lens optical micro-
scope would help to find the area of interest and approach the tip
accordingly, as shown in Fig. 12(d).

The light injection/collection device can be used to observe PL,
and the sample position can be adjusted according to the observed
signal. Figure 12(e) shows in situ PL spectra obtained at RT that
display both the A exciton and an indirect transition, as expected
in WSe2 bilayers.111 The bandgap crossover is shown in Fig. 12(f)

FIG. 11. Raman spectrum of HOPG measured without the STM tip near the sample
surface. The spectrum was acquired using a 532 nm laser diode (60 mW of power)
and 1800 gr/mm grating. The acquisition time was 10 s, and four acquisitions were
averaged.

where a transition from the bilayer to monolayer is observed for sev-
eral spectra recorded at different sample positions. The most intense
spectrum shows only the A exciton peak, indicating that the laser
spot is hitting a monolayer. The spectra in Figs. 12(e) and 12(f) were
recorded with the STM tip retracted.

Turning off the laser light and approaching the tip until
observing tunneling current, STM-LE signals could be recorded. In
Fig. 12(g), an in situ PL spectrum is shown for a comparison with
two STM-LE spectra. In one position, both the WSe2 exciton peak
and a plasmon due to the substrate are observed. In another region,
only the plasmon peak is recorded. Plasmon emission is expected
when the TMD collapses and enters in contact with the metallic
substrate.29,112,113 In some cases, however, the presence of a thin
water layer explains the decoupling of the TMD and the metallic
substrate, which could quench the excitonic emission. The presence
and quenching of the excitonic and plasmonic emissions are dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. 29. Here, we would like just to point out
that the STM-LE excitonic peak is aligned with the PL, while plas-
mon peaks shift in energy for different regions on the sample and
tip conditions.

E. STM-CL and emission due to defects in epitaxial
monolayer h-BN

h-BN is considered as a wide bandgap semiconductor with
many potential applications in deep ultraviolet sources and room
temperature single photon emitters.114–117 To unleash such appli-
cations, a better understanding of the fundamental electronic and
optical properties of h-BN and the impact of structural defects is
required. Figure 13 summarizes some results obtained on h-BN
monolayers epitaxially grown on HOPG. By using the experimen-
tal setup described in this work, h-BN monolayers were investigated
by STM, STS, PL, Raman, and STM-CL measurements (see the
details in Ref. 109). STM images together with Raman spectroscopy
provide us with information about the morphology of the sample
surface and the atomic structure of the system. From STS, PL, and
STM-CL, it is possible to describe the electronic structure and opti-
cal transitions of the sample. Figure 13(a) shows an STM image
of the sample surface free of defects. Since the h-BN and HOPG
surfaces are morphological very similar, it is necessary to mea-
sure the STS curve of the scanned region to distinguish between
them. The gray plot in Fig. 13(b) corresponds to a typical STS
curve obtained in the region shown in Fig. 13(a). This dI/dV curve
shows an electronic bandgap of ∼6 eV, defined by the low differ-
ential conductance range from ∼−3 to ∼+3 V, confirming that the
scanned region corresponds to an h-BN covered surface. In other
regions with similar surface morphology, dI/dV curves with a zero
bandgap [such as the blue curve in Fig. 13(b)] expected to graphite
are measured. The h-BN electronic bandgap can be obtained by
in-depth analysis of ensembles of STS data, as shown in Ref. 109.
For a monolayer of h-BN on HOPG, an electronic bandgap of
(6.8 ± 0.2) eV was found. Regions with point defects were also iden-
tified in the sample. These defects appear as bright spots for positive
sample bias, as can be seen in Fig. 13(c). They have from 1 to
2 nm of diameter, according to the full width at half maximum
in the height profiles, shown in Fig. 13(d). STS measurements in
regions with point defects, see Fig. 13(e), indicate an acceptor level
around −2 eV.
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FIG. 12. (a) Optical microscopy image to locate the flake and the region of interest, as shown in the inset. (b) AFM image of the region with the monolayer (1L) and bilayer
(2L) of WSe2 indicated in (a). (c) Average height profile measured along the red line in (b), confirming the ML height. (d) Location of the flake inside the STM; the tip is
approached on the flake of interest. (e) In situ PL spectrum taken at room temperature on the bilayer, showing decomposition in two peaks. (f) Bandgap crossover observed
in the transition from the bilayer to the monolayer region. (g) Comparison of the PL and STM-LE spectra acquired at RT and under UHV. The acquisition time for the STM-LE
spectra was 10 s.

For measuring in situ PL and Raman, the STM tip is retracted
from the sample surface and the light of a green (532 nm) laser diode
is injected into the STM in UHV. The in situ PL spectra measured
at 100 and 300 K are shown in Fig. 13(f). The PL spectra show a
peak around 2.10 eV, which is clearly resolved at 100 K, and two
shoulders around 1.96 and 1.81 eV. These emissions are typically
associated with the zero-phonon line (ZPL) and two phonon repli-
cas or phonon sidebands (PSBs) of carbon-related defects, respec-
tively.118 The sharp peaks present in the PL spectra at 300 K, indi-
cated with the red stars, correspond to the Raman response of the
sample. The full Raman spectra can be seen in Fig. 13(g), where the

stronger peaks around 1580 and 2700 cm−1 are the G and 2D Raman
bands of HOPG, respectively, and the weak peak at 1350 cm−1

comes from the D Raman mode of HOPG and the E2g mode of the
h-BN monolayer.

For STM-CL measurements, the STM tip was retracted about
150 nm from the sample surface and a high voltage between 150
and 180 V was applied to the sample, obtaining FE currents of
5–10 μA.109 It must be noted that usual CL experiments per-
formed with fast electrons could only record a CL signal for thicker
h-BN samples with six or three monolayers of thickness.119,120 Here,
by using STM-CL, it is possible to measure the CL response of
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FIG. 13. (a) STM images of the monolayer h-BN/HOPG surface free of defects (0.8 nA, 0.2 V, 80 K). (b) STS curves obtained in the region free of defects. (c) h-BN/HOPG
surface with point defects (0.8 nA, 0.8 V, 80 K). (d) Height profiles of some defects. (e) STS curves obtained in the region with point defects. (f) In situ PL and STM-CL
spectra in which phonon sidebands (PSBs) are observed near the Zero-Phonon Line (ZPL) peaks. (g) In situ Raman spectrum at room temperature. These STS curves
were recorded at 80 K using a bias modulation of 80 mV of amplitude and 800 Hz of frequency. Reproduced with permission from Román et al., 2D Mater. 8, 044001 (2021).
Copyright 2021 Institute of Physics.

a single monolayer. From the STM-CL spectra in Fig. 13(f), it can be
observed that the CL peaks are better resolved at 100 K than at 300 K.
The peaks related to carbon defects are observed at ZPL at 2.10 eV
and at PSB at 1.81 eV. At low wavelengths, the spectra show some
transitions at 3.90, 3.70, and 3.43 eV, which have been reported as
being phonon replicas of a carbon-related defect emitting at 4.1 eV.
The most intense peaks in the STM-CL spectra are identified at 3.08,
2.65, and 2.37 eV. These transitions have been previously reported
for bulk h-BN and are normally associated with carbon impurities
or nitrogen vacancy type-centers.121–123

V. LUMINESCENCE EXPERIMENTS INSIDE THE STM
IN AMBIENT CONDITIONS

Besides operating under UHV and at LT, the STM and
light injection and collection device can be used in air (ambient

conditions).30,109 Here are presented some results obtained in WSe2
monolayers excited with the tunneling current when the STM
operated in ambient conditions.

A key point in STM-LE studies on semiconductors is the estab-
lishment of a partial coupling to a conductive support that allows for
the flow of the tunneling current but does not quench light emission
due to all metallic states, creating interface states inside the semi-
conductor bandgap. This is particularly true for molecules and also
holds for atomically thin 2D semiconductors.19 Keeping the unin-
tentional water layer that is present under mechanically transferred
monolayers, it is possible to study monolayers of WSe2 on top of
metallic supports, such as gold.29 Using this strategy, it was possi-
ble to observe STM induced excitonic light emission from WSe2, as
shown in Fig. 14.

The light emission observed in Fig. 14 has the same energy
as recorded by PL, similarly as Fig. 12(f), and is basically
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FIG. 14. (a) STM-LE spectra of the excitonic emission from WSe2 recorded as a
function of the tunneling current and for a sample bias of 2.4 V. Neutral exciton
and charged exciton (trions) contributions are indicated by the fit. (b) Emission
energy as a function of the tunnel current for the charged and neutral exciton
emission obtained from fitting emission spectra. For 25 and 44 nA, several mea-
surements were made to gain some statistics. Reproduced with permission from
Peña Román et al., Nanoscale 12, 13460–13470 (2020). Copyright 2020 Royal
Chemical Society.

independent of the applied sample bias voltage (see Ref. 29), con-
firming its excitonic nature. TMDs, such as WSe2, are known to
display charged exciton (trion) emission, a result of the high car-
rier density and strong Coulomb interaction. Using STM-LE, it was
possible to, similarly as power dependent PL, observe the increase of
the light emission associated with charged excitons with increasing
tunnel current. Interestingly, the trion emission scales linearly with
the tunnel current (see Ref. 29). Moreover, despite the considerable
change in the trion to neutral exciton ratio seen in Fig. 14(a), the
emission energy of these two transitions remains fairly constant, as
shown in Fig. 14(b). These energies are, indeed, in close agreement
with those obtained from PL. This indicates that the intense electric
field under the STM tip does not necessarily cause emission energy
shifts in the TMD, as one could expect.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Some design criteria, the implementation, and some illustrative

results of a new light detection scheme and an STM employing such
a system are presented. The design criteria show how the use of a
parabolic mirror associated with the brightness/Étendue conserva-
tion theorems yields a high-performance light collection device that

can be used in combination with an LT UHV STM to display 72% of
collection efficiency and 50% of total transmission efficiency with a
0.5 nm spectral resolution. Moreover, the limits regarding efficiency
and its relation to the available field of view and spectral resolution
were discussed.

The results show that the performance of the STM was not
affected by the presence of the light detection device or the modi-
fications performed on the commercial STM system. Luminescence
results, including in situ PL, In situ Raman spectroscopy, STM-
CL, and STM-LE, were shown for several systems, including h-BN,
TMDs, QDots, metallic surfaces, and HOPG. This set of results
demonstrates the potential of this light injection and collection
device for studies of light emission and absorption in the context
of an LT UHV STM.

We expect that these design criteria and implementation repre-
sent a solid base for the development of light injection and collection
devices for other LT UHV STMs and also other types of micro-
scopes. Indeed, several experiments involving light injection and/or
collection around a tunnel junction or focused electron beam are
possible with the presented device, and such a setup could contribute
to several areas of photonics and plasmonics.
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